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EVENTS 2019	
 

 
Members Private Viewing 1st April 7.30 – 9.00pm – 
Ian Wright Memorial Award For Graphic Art 2019 
 
Omission: Cheryl Gould, our President, presented 
the Ian Wright Memorial Award for Graphic Art 
(Drawing), to Nadi Shanassi for her beautiful 
picture entitled ‘Lovingly’. This 
depicted two brightly coloured birds 
nestling	'Lovingly' up to each other 
on a branch, so expertly drawn with 
colour pencils.                              
We apologise for the omission of 
this information from the last 
Magazine and any disappointment felt.  

Cheryl designed this award in glass for the society to 
present on an annual basis. The award was to honour 
our loyal and dedicated member Ian Wright who truly 
loved Graphic Art. He toiled endlessly and lovingly on 
behalf of the Harrow Art Centre, and joined the 
Harrow Art Society in his teens, spending over 40 
years fulfilling every single post on the Committee, 
except Treasurer, which he refused on principle: “I’ve 
never had a head for numbers”.  

 
 



Members Art Presentation and Presidents Prize 
Saturday 12th October 2019 1.45-5.00  Rayners 
Room 
 
The subject, set by Cheryl Gould, President, for Art 
submitted by members for judging was a childhood 
‘dream’ or painting of a memory from childhood.  
 
Some amazing paintings were offered, and each of 
the Artists were questioned by Cheryl about the 
subject of the picture, memory behind it, and any 
other comments they wanted to offer about their 
painting. The audience posed questions to the artist 
too. 
 
It gave us all great enlightenment about how 
memories can be represented, and it gave some of us 
the opportunity to unburden.  
Simone Detre and her picture of a purple scarecrow 
running through the fields towards the viewer won the 
competition and was awarded first prize. 

A most interesting circular painting 
of Angels entitled ‘Flying Dream’ by 
Cookie White was one of the 
runners up and Antonella Sands’ 
portrait was the other. It was a most 
interesting and enlightening 
afternoon. 
 
Simone Detre Winner     
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 

 
Cookie White and  Antonella Sands Joint 2nd 

 
 
Demonstration/workshop of Mono-Printing by 
Cheryl Gould – Saturday 26th October 2019 1.45-
5.00 in Lowry Room 
By the time we all turned up, and helpers provided 
tables for us all (so many people were packed into 
this session) there was hardly any space to move 
around.  Not complaining, on the contrary, it was such 
a popular and fun event everyone wanted to be in on 
it.  Thank you Cheryl for such a successful 
presentation and demo.  Thank you helpers who 



included Roy, Jonathan and Humay, Cookie etc (sorry 
for omissions) Everyone who participated was totally 
absorbed, concentration stimulated the atmosphere 
and we all had a very enjoyable fun time.   
Hopefully we can have a Mono-Printing Part 2 event 
sometime in the future Cheryl.    
 
 Dogladders C. Gould                
 Snakes+Ladders 9print C.Gould 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Workshop participants just too busy to look up 
for the camera! 

 
 
 
 
 



Pre-Seasonal Collage, Cards, Decorations 
Saturday 25th October 1.45-4.30 Lowry Room  - 
Angela Saunders and Jonathan Hutchins 

 
 
Regretfully Angela Saunders was not 
able to attend and share hosting with 
Jonathan, but he was available to host 
this event. Although only a select few 
took part, it was a thoroughly enjoyable 
and useful session at this time of the 

year. 
 
 
 
H.A.S. Seasonal Party  
Saturday 14th December 2019 1.45-5.00pm Hatch 
End Suite 
Wow, what a do . . .it was great fun from start to 
finish.   
Apart from a fantastical tasty buffet supplied by 
members, Geoff’s very tasty punch, plus some wine 
and spirits were on offer too.  
The afternoon was jam packed, and included; 
Cheryl’s Christmas Hat Competition, (winner Naomi 
Iny, shown below) Humay and Jonathan’s Art Quiz, 
plus Angela’s small but beautifully formed Christmas 
Raffle which raised £30 towards funds. Also 
entertainment by Mark Shapcott Jazz Artist, Bassist 
and Oboist and Comedienne, Singer, Poet, Author 
Lynne Bradley, who was great fun presenting her 



Christmas Medley added to the fun. Everyone joined 
in, and nobody wanted to leave. See our pictures: 
         
Hat Contestants    

 
 
 
Naomi Iny Winner of the 
best Christmas hat contest 
 
Prize of Salt Lamp donated 
by Natural Health Options,  

              Stanmore 
    

 
Vice President Roy and 
Chairman Jon in deep 
discussion 

 
 
 

 
 
 
Having a great time!       



 
Comedienne Singer, Poet 
Artist  Lynne Bradley 
 
and 
 
Bassist, Oboeist, 
Jazz Artist Mark Shapcott 
 Entertained us                             

 
 
 
 
 
     

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Batool Showghi Demonstation of her Artbooks on 
Saturday 9th November 2019 1.45-5.00 Rayners  
 
This event was truly something special with Batool’s 
most unusual memory artworks which she has drawn, 
embroidered, combined together, (sewn) to create 
unique books as records of events, people and 
memories.  



She demonstrated how she starts laying out her 
picture memories, deciding on colours outlines and 
shapes and uses stitching and embroidery to 
represent her pictures. Not always, but frequently.  
The whole effect had us spellbound as we watched 
her demonstration, creating beautiful unusual effects. 
The whole room was captured and later, we asked 
questions and were able to view her completed 
works. They were mesmerising. 
 
We are hoping to put together a short film of excerpts 
of the event with a copy for Batool and one for us, 
once it is approved. 
Q and A From The Floor Was So Informative 
 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
So much to see and 
enjoy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Film Show (2 films) Presented by Angela 
Saunders and Jonathan Hutchins Saturday 18th 
January 2020 Canons Room 

1. Angela Introduced Colour: Mood and 
Emotion in Art and  

2. Jonathan Hutchins introduced a slideshow 
on ‘Resurrection’ by Piero della Francesca  

 
Colour: Mood and Emotion In Art was presented by 
Angela originally on June 8th 2019 and filmed by the 
Harrow Film Makers This was attended by some 25 
members.  This time the hour long edited Film was 
run for the benefit of those who were not able to 
attend previously.  People laughed in the right places 
and seemed appreciative of the informative content. 
Angela discussed the dispersion of natural art 
powders via the Trade Routes, later discoveries of 
chemical colours, the science of colour vibrations and 
how they relate to health, their effects on the mind, 
etc. and how art reflected spiritual and material values 
from the Ancient Egyptians to the Victorian period and 
today. 
 
Refreshments were served and a talk followed by 
Jonathan, who presented a BBC film on 
‘Resurrection’ a magnificent painting by Piero della 
Francesca.  Jonathan created a realistic ‘story’ about 
the Artist, the painting and the symbolism contained 
within it. Jonathan’s in depth knowledge conveyed to 
us how even the folds in the drapes, the angle and 
perspective of the sleeping guards’ body, the central 



character, and their expressions, tell us so much 
about Piero’s Resurrection and the characters in the 
picture. So enlightening, so enjoyable.  

 

 
 
 
 
A.G.M. and Members Choice Award Hosted By 
Cheryl Gould Saturday 8th February 2020 1.45-5.00 
Rayners Room 
 
Meeting Opened By President 
President Cheryl Gould opened the AGM. Her warm 
and welcoming speech introduced the audience to 
many of the highly successful events that we 
organised over the last year and also about ways that 
Harrow Art Society has been working within the 
community to support others’ and to develop 
awareness about what we offer and our Society’s 
Brand. 
Chairman’s Report 



Jonathan Hutchins, our Chairman, read his report and 
the Minutes of Last Meeting were also read, as well 
as Accounts details. 
Treasurers Report 
The current state of our funds at the end of year were 
read by Priti Choudhury, our most valuable Treasurer, 
and approved. 
Publicity Report 
Angela Saunders presented her notes about Media 
and PR ahead of the Agenda, due to prior 
commitments that required her to leave early. This 
included her plans for future Press and publicity 
planning. 
 
Angela also referred to the Magazine Production and 
thanked Brian Cowan for taking on the arrangement 
of the Artwork Design which I am sure all members 
will agree, is now looking very good indeed. A great 
combined effort. 
Minutes of the Last AGM 
The minutes were read by Humay Jairazbhoy. 
Programme Planning 
As outlined by Jonathan in the Chairman’s Report, 
and by Cheryl in her opening report, we are in the 
process of arranging a number of new events for 
Spring and Summer 2020 and onwards.  This 
commences with a Presentation/Talk by Jane 
McAdam Freud about her work that is currently been 
exhibiting at the Headstone Manor rooms. Some of 
her works are shown alongside many other historical 
items of considerable interest that normally reside at 



the Manor.  This event will be held at the Verden 
Gallery, West House, Pinner See later events. Other 
future offerings will include more day outings to 
Galleries and Exhibitions in London, Film shows/talks 
about well known Artists and their work, more 
workshops and art sessions to provide the opportunity 
for extending our art muscles. 
We are pursuing further involvement in bringing Art 
awareness and it’s benefits to the larger community, 
as in working with organisations such as Art for Park’s 
Sake, Harrow Open Studios (many of our HAS 
members participate and exhibit).,  
Exhibition Organisation 
The display cabinet was available for use for our 
exhibitions in the corridor space and is now in the 
process of being repaired 
Members Choice Competition 
The winner was Marcia with her ‘Rebel Woman’ 
picture painted in Acrylic. Second Was Brian Cowan’s 
picture entitled ‘Venice’, also painted in Acrylic and 
joint second was Mary Pelham’s ‘New York In The 
Fall’. This was a collage. The Exhibition Poster 
Choice was won by Val Bannister with her fascinating, 
‘The World From Another Angle’, Acrylic and mixed 
media 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Marcia: Rebel Woman            
 

Brian: Venice    
 
Mary:  New York In The 
Fall 
 
 

Poster choice: 
The World From A 
Different Angle  
by Valerie Bannister 
 
This stunning work by 
Valerie was created in 
mixed media including 
metal foil applied to the 
hair giving it a vitality and life of its own. 



An enticing figure causes the viewer to bring their 
own interpretation to this picture.Slide 
Presentation and Talk on her work by Jane 
McAdam Freud Thursday 20th February 2020 at 
the Verden Gallery, West House Pinner HA6 1DY  -  
6.30-9.00pm - £5 non-members 
 
Jane McAdam Freud is represented in the major 
public collections at home and abroad including the 
British Museum and the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
 
Her 57 solo exhibitions include her retrospective at 
the Freud Museum London.  She has published 
several papers on her works which focus is on 
‘origins’ both in a personal and universal sense. 
 
Harrow Art Society was honoured to host Jane’s talk. 
Jane delivered her presentation by using a slide show 
to illustrate her talk about her exhibition “The 
Intelligent Instinct”.  This was recently showing at 
Headstone Manor House and Museum in Harrow. 
Jane’s exhibition attempts to connect the trinity of the 
‘unspoken’ i.e. Art, Instinct and Taboo.  Art like life is 
subject to interpretation, living between the unknown 
and fantasy, where imagination is paramount. 
Through forms and images Jane presents these 
unspoken languages, which she hopes can be 
accessed through the instinctive unconscious. 
 
Jane McAdam Freud is a contemporary artist working 
in Harrow who predominantly uses locally sourced 



found objects to make comment on her themes, which 
include ‘The Intelligent Instinct’, the title of her 
exhibition. 
 

Jane was 
introduced by  
Chairman 
Jonathan 
Hutchens.  
 
Our President 
Cheryl Gould 
talked about 
their long time 

friendship and Jane’s work over the 
time they have known each other.  
It proved to be a very special presentation in which 
Jane described the concepts, ideology and 
psychology behind her physical works giving us food 
for thought about these unusual and beautiful 
Artefacts. Jane’s talk described how they work to 
represent historic moments or times of philosophical 
and/or ideological change in society. 

This left hand illustration where 
Jane has tied together some very 
old and battered tin cans, all 
rusted and 
coloured by 
time, spoke 
to me of 
how not 



only things, but ideas endure but whether good or 
bad, they decay and often become beautiful in their 
own way, but no longer useful.   
 
 
The right hand picture illustrates an early woman’s 
undergarment, though in this case it is made from a 
metal framework and encased within is a hammer 
approximately at womb height perhaps demonstrative 
of the oppression women were subjected to at that 
time where they were restricted 
by the yoke of motherhood and 
by a belief that the women’s role 
in the family was to solely 
produce offspring and raise their 
children whilst looking attractive 
for their husbands. 
 
This illustration is very similar 
save that it is set against the 
rather exotic embroidered background (a task that 
girls were brought up to practice to perfection as a 
suitable occupation that would come in handy in their 
lives. The hammer is replaced with what looks like a 
stick, possibly representing male pastime of sport 
available to boys who were taught to be tough and 
win. 
 
After Jane’s presentation we enjoyed a lively social 
and some delightful refreshments. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Saturday 22nd  February 2020 – 1.45-4.30pm – 
Lowry Room 
Jonathan Hutchins – Talk on Cézanne’s Pears and 
Apples and using Historical precedents of the 
great masters. 

 
This well attended talk by Jonathan was packed with 
information, painterly techniques and art history 
making his presentation a pleasure for all. 
 
Jonathan related the story and philosophy behind 
Cézanne’s style journey, whilst contrasting it to that of 
his mentors, friends and contemporaries and that 
helped to place it in time and space. 
 
Cézanne painted his ‘Apples’ picture later in life, 
based not so much on what he had learned about Art 
but how to cover up his insecurities from his youth.  
Talking about Art and Art interpretation, can one 
judge Art?  “Existential dogs live in the here and now 
– the brain is for survival” (attributed to Freud) He 
jokes to make a psychological point that we use our 
brain to convey thoughts and ideas.  Art comes before 
and above most writing and is pictorial i.e. Chinese 
use 400 Lilly characters. Art triggers the emotions and 
says more about society and the environment of the 
Artist. 
 
The Ancient Egyptian Art that they painted on walls 
represents their life and philosophy, then beliefs and 



their preparation for the afterlife.  The frescoes in the 
tomb convey not only what the deceased has had 
(achieved) in life but what their Gods will create for 
them in the afterlife. 
 
The Greek painter Renourd ‘the greatest’ painted a 
boy with grapes and it was so realistic the birds came 
down to peck at the grapes.  Disputable? Jonathan 
emphasised that people have to learn to see, to know 
the difference – use all their senses to determine if 
something is real.  
 
Dutch Artist Davidz (painting just after Rembrandt) 
painted ‘Vanitas’ of abundance as shown in the 
illustration below (one before last) and this is 
considered the pinnacle of this kind of art i.e. to 
perfection, the ideals, whereas Rembrandt painted 
with love, not perfection and the paint strokes 
represent every affection he felt which is conveyed to 
the viewer. 
 
Cézanne painted simple pictures i.e. apples and fruit 
to practice what he intended to place in his larger 
pictures, maybe including bowls of applies and pears.  
 
Courbet was a realist painter, he painted a bowl of 
applies by a coffee pot. He was trapped in Paris 
during the conflict between Prussians versus French. 
Courbet was in the outskirts of Paris when the Left 
Wing seized control and formed a commune (the 
word ‘communism’ came from this name) The 



Germans (Prussians) circled the city and didn’t want 
this commune in their midst so allowed the French to 
massacre the communists but spared Courbet. 
Degas painted nudes in the bath as if he was looking 
through the keyhole, i.e. observed from outside, 
Bonnard painted his wife in the bath with a dog in the 
room, as if he is in there too.  
  
So, Jonathan’s presentation was about the 
development of artistic style and often it says more 
about the times and places where they were painted 
as well as the reflections of the Artist’s thoughts and 
feelings. 
 
Patiently stopping his presentation and answering all 
our questions, Jonathan ensured that his talk created 
a great learning opportunity that was entertaining and 
enlightening to all us passionate Art and Artist 
followers. 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saturday 7th March 2020 Rayners Room 
Talk: My Life In The Film Industry by Roy Rodgers  
 
Our Vice Chairman Roy Rodgers 
treated a packed audience of 
members to a guided tour of his 
time when he worked for eighteen 
years as a contractual Artist, 
Adviser and Project Manager in the 
film industry. 



To earn one’s endorsed name listed in the credits 
must have been a great thrill and just reward for such 
back-breaking, scary, though exciting activity when he 
worked personally on some huge pieces that required 
the use of extremely high scaffolding. 
 
How amazing it must have been to submit his design, 
earn approval of famous film producers and directors 
and create huge set props and background scenery 
for major film productions, He created works that 
would appear in front of film audiences the world over 
and have a magnificent life span in film.   

 
As Roy led us 
through his 
experiences 
we were able 
to create a 
vision of them 
in our 
imaginations 

whilst viewing the slides.  He described how, for many 
of the gigantic pieces of scenery his team had to build 
tall scaffolding on which to stand (sometimes 40ft in 
the air). He and his team built wood or 
metal frames for giant cut-outs, 
backdrops and sculptures. They then 
created wire frames, plastered, 
painted, carved and etched fine details 
in order to create lifelike and life sized 
representations of Ancient Egyptian, 



Aztec, Mayan, Greek, Roman and Eastern places and 
characters for the film sets. 
 
Roy described how he created some of the individual 
works, showed us fascinating slides and told 
interesting stories about the films, the characters, 
design methods and back-stories.  The audience paid 
silent attention whilst Roy kept us spellbound with the 
slides. 
 
Some of the films that Roy mentioned that he created 
items for include: 
The Star Wars Series including The Last 
Crusade  
Alexander – Universal Studios (On TV 
recently) 
Lost In Space, Hitch Hikers Guide To The 
Galaxy 
Hamlet 
Prometheus by Ridley Scott 
Harry Potter Series – Elstree Studios 
The Mummy 2 
Elizabeth, Labyrinth, Alien III, Tomb Raiders 
Empire of the Sun - Spielberg 
 
Heads, Figures, Lions, Archways supported by 
figures, Sculptures made to look like wood, Griffins, 
back drops, complete architectural exteriors, etc. 



 
 
Roy’s Other Projects Include: 
Harrods Window Displays  
Home Studio in Barnet 
13 years teaching Art 
 
Socialising After Roy’s Presentation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



H.A.S. Spring Summer Exhibition 14th – 28th March 
2020  
White Gallery and Hallways 
All pictures submitted for hanging in the 
White Gallery and halls were categorised 
by the heading ‘Vibrancy’ including those 
Graphic pictures submitted for entry for 
the Ian Wright Memorial Award for 
Graphic Art (Drawing), in his honour. 
The award was designed and made in glass by our 
President Cheryl to present on an annual basis. This 
award was to honour our loyal and dedicated member 
Ian who truly loved the medium. 
Graphic art can be created using various materials, 
including: charcoal, colour pencils, water-soluble 
colour pencils. 
 
This year was one of the best years I can remember 
for colourful and engaging artwork filling three of the 
corridor walls with so many colourful ‘Vibrant’ and 
exciting pictures as well as the White Gallery. 
 
Because of the Coronavirus, we felt under pressure to 
get the pictures hung. 
I would like to take this opportunity of thanking Cookie 
White and Geoff plus the whole of the Exhibition 
Team for their tremendous work and co-operation in 
checking in the pictures in such an organised and 
efficient way (thank you Cookie for setting this up so 
well, even I had no problems in following your scheme 
when I performed my two desk duty sessions, and in 



instructing members who were new to the paperwork 
who followed me too). 
 
In addition to the Browser folders, this year we were 
giving exhibiters the option of offering print copies of 
their pictures rather than offering them for sale. These 
could be mounted on board, or sellers could even use 
the option of having them sent by post by the printer 
in a cardboard postage container. 
 
The sorting of pictures and the setting up of the 
browsers and card stand worked out really well this 
year.  When it came to the actual hanging of the 
pictures, we must also thank the staff from the Harrow 
Art Centre who assisted our team. 
 
Meetings were taking place at the Harrow Art Centre 
between their Management and the Council who had 
decided by the Monday that due to Coronavirus they 
would cancel all classes that were still taking place at 
the centre.  Our classes and the U3A classes had 
already been cancelled. 
Exhibition Launch Event 
Because of the Covid-19 virus, 
President Cheryl Gould who 
usually opened the Exhibition was 
not able to join with us due to 
instructions for her and Roy to 
immediately ‘Isolate’ themself at 
home.  
 



Jonathan and Humay hosted the event joined by 
others from the Committee who were present.  About 
twenty plus non-committee members also joined us 
for the get together, enjoying a chat and a glass of 
wine and Jonathan awarded the Ian Wright 
Memorial Award for Graphic Art (Drawing) to 
Antonella Sands for her fantastic pencil and graphite 
drawing ‘Four Seasons’. 
 
THE COVID-19 VIRUS 
 
By Tuesday it had been decided that the exhibition 
was to be closed and by the next day the Caretaking 
staff at the Harrow Art Centre had assisted our very 
reduced team to take them down ready for members 
to collect.  
For everyone who helped with this, the Committee 
thank you.  Such a sad time for our exhibition, but 
health and safety must come first. 
 
In spite of the short time that the exhibition was open 
many pieces of artwork was sold, some cards and 
some items from the Browsers too. 
Thank you members for all your time and energy in 
producing great works. 
 
We originally decided to post as many pictures that 
we could of your exhibition paintings in the Magazine 
but due to the need for so many pages it became 
impossible to print.   
 



We decided to produce an online version, both on our 
Facebook page and on our Website.  By doing this we 
hoped that you will take this opportunity to share with 
friends and colleagues, fellow Artists and people you 
know, guiding them to our Facebook page and our 
Website.  
 
After consideration and discussions about how we 
would achieve the online Spring Summer Exhibition 
pages, I produced a video to go on YouTube and the 
links will then go on our Facebook Page.  A separate 
file will be uploaded to our website Exhibition tab for 
you all to view and share. 
 
By doing this you are gaining an opportunity to share 
your artwork with a wider audience and also bringing 
the Harrow Art Society to the attention of non-
members and others who might take the opportunity 
to learn more about us and our members.    
Hope you enjoy this experience. 
 
In the meantime, below you will find some details 
about the Artwork featured on our Front Cover. 
 
The Committee hope that the hardcopy of our 
Magazine will eventually be printed and made 
available at future events in the near future. 
 
 

 



Front Page Artwork: 
 
Top Left: 
Judith MacKay 
Sumatran Tiger – The Gaze 
 
My tiger was an 
amalgamation of several 
images of the beautiful 
Sumatran Tiger, enabling 
me to capture the light on 
his face and those 
penetrating eyes, thereby 
engaging my audience 
encouraging them to take 
an active part in the 
conservation of 
this critically endangered species. 
The Gaze, painted in Unison Soft Pastels on 
PastelMat, was created for an exhibition in the 
United States,  
Nature in Art and Art In Nature 
featuring endangered flora and fauna on the 
ICUN Red List. The Gaze was also a finalist in 
The David Shepherd Wildlife Artist of Year 
Exhibition in the Mall Galleries, London.  



 
 
 
Top Right: 
Cheryl Gould 
The MAZE  
Medium: 
 
Created using pen 
and neon colours  
which glow under 
uv light drawn all  
in one continuous 
line.  
 
Myth based  
on story of the 
Minotaur and the 
Maze Music –  
 
originally shown to illustrate a  
bronze sculpture by Michael Aryton in  
the RSS show Parallel Lines -at the  
Lightbox in Woking  
 
 
 
 



 
Bottom Left: 
Paula Bullent 
Hill of Crosses- 2013 (Lithuania) 
Medium: Mixed Tech 
 
The work is the result 
of my research  
into Digital /Craft, 
when I lectured at  
London Met, 
showing new 
possibilities  
in Textile printing , 
weaving and  
embroidery. Digital 
technology is  
involved through 
photography,  
computer aided design and digital  
textile printing.  The resultant images  
are then overlaid with appliqued  
elements in recycled plastic, using  
traditional craft techniques of colouring,  
cutting and stitching. 
 



 
Bottom Right: 
Gordon Adams 
The Guitar Player 
Medium:  Crea-Stone 
 
Crea-Stone is a 
completely non-toxic 
sculpting material for 
casting interior 
design and garden 
items. 
 
Objects made with 
this modelling 
material have a 
granite-like texture 
that is lighter than 
stone, permanent, 
and weather-proof once dry.  
Great design, not surprising that this mood 
piece was quickly snapped up. 

 
 
 
 
 

 



CALENDAR 2020 
 
Unfortunately we are unable to predict at this time 
exactly when we will be able to resume future events, 
though we already have some in the pipeline, and 
previously booked events will be rebooked if possible. 
Please keep checking our Facebook page and our 
HAS website so you can keep up to date with what 
we are planning, where it will take place, and when. 
 
We do know that we have provisionally booked our 
Exhibition for 12th-26th March 2021 (already 
circulated to members by Cookie White).  This is to 
make sure that we are ready to go ahead once we 
get the ‘all clear’ from the Harrow Art Centre when it 
is safe for them to re-open. 
 
We have been in discussion with a number of Artists 
who have agreed to support us by giving a 
demonstration of their work, a guided Art session/ 
workshop or illustrated talk and as soon as we are 
able to do so we will book a definite date and put this 
on our website. 
 
We are still looking forward to asking members to join 
us for a group outing to Gallery events, Museums, 
Places or Houses of Artistic Interest once the rules 
about gatherings are relaxed.  
 



Thank you to all our members for your dedication 
to our Society and your support during this very 
difficult time. Stay safe and healthy.  

Blessings to all from your Committee. 
 


